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COMMUNITY GUIDE
TO PLANNING APPEALS
This guide is for people who want
to find out about how communities
can get their voices heard in
planning appeals in Scotland.
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Introduction
You thought you’d fought off an unwelcome planning
proposal, but then the developer appeals. Having put time
and effort into opposing a damaging development and
celebrated success when it was refused, you will likely be
feeling really demoralised and wondering what to do next,
indeed whether there is anything you can do.
We know that planning appeals can be very stressful and require a lot
of your time. Even if you have gained some experience of the planning
system while you were opposing the planning application, an appeal is
another new, unwanted and complicated process to get to grips with.
They can go on for a long time and can take a lot of your energy.

“Dealing with a planning appeal is like having a chronic
illness that flares up at unexpected times!”
Mark Stephens – Save Our Landscapes group, who opposed
an extension to a Lanarkshire quarry.

We hope this guide takes some of the stress away. We have used the
experience of people who have been through planning appeals, to try to
help you understand how the process in Scotland works. It is aimed at
you, the general public, and although it’s quite hard, we have tried to steer
clear of jargon as much as possible. Our aim is to help you get your voice
heard in the appeals process.
Firstly, a few words of encouragement to help you take heart.
If you’ve got to this stage, you probably have a fair bit of knowledge about
the planning system. You really have developed a certain level of expertise
in planning, even if you don’t think you have!
You may already have your own team who have worked together to make
the community’s views heard. The planners may be on your side, if they
are defending a decision that they have made.
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Who wrote this Guide and why?
This guide has been written with input from members of the Planning
Democracy network who have had experience in dealing with planning
appeals in their own communities. It has been produced as part of our
peer support work, where people who have experienced planning from
a community perspective, provide information and support to others
who are starting up the steep learning curve of dealing with the Scottish
Planning system. There are other organisations who provide professional
or legal advice. However, we know there is much to be gained from
‘non-professional’ individuals or groups, who have become experienced
amateurs, helping each other. Our work has shown us that, even if a
community lacks professional planning experience, with the right support
they can achieve results that they might initially have thought impossible.
Planning Democracy cannot be held liable for any inaccuracies in this
guide; it is written in good faith. However, we would welcome any advice
on corrections that may need to be made so that future editions can be as
accurate as possible.
We have been through the pain and still have the scars, we can share
experiences!
Huge thanks to everyone who contributed to this guide, especially Mark,
Jamie, Alistair, Walter, Julie, Alice, Helen and Sue. Also, to Chris, Esme and
Louise for providing their planner’s expertise and finally to Janet for doing
the bulk of the work!
We have other guides in our series including Responding to a Planning
Application and Taking Court Action – Judicial Review. Both guides can be
found here.
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SE CTION 1
Your Initial Questions
You have just found out that the developer is likely to appeal or has
already lodged an appeal. You will probably have a lot of questions to
start with, your head may be in a bit of a spin.
Below are some questions you may be asking:

What exactly is a Planning Appeal?
If a person who applied for planning permission is unhappy with the
decision made by the local authority to refuse their application, they can
appeal the decision and ask for it to be reconsidered.
They may also appeal any conditions that were attached the decision,
They are also allowed to appeal a lack of decision, if the planning authority
has not decided the application in an agreed time. Planning authorities
have 8 weeks to issue a decision on an application. The period for deciding
applications that need an Environmental Impact Assessment is longer,
usually 4 months, but a longer period is often agreed. If agreed timescales
are not met an appeal on grounds of non-determination can be made.

Who is who?
The person who put in the planning application is known as the
‘applicant’. Once they appeal a decision they are known as the
‘appellant’. Often, the public refer to the applicant as the ‘developer’.
However, the planning authority and DPEA will refer to ‘applicants’ not
‘developers’ so we have, in general, used their terms.
We also may refer to the local authority or Council, who make the planning
decision, as the ‘Planning Authority’. This term includes both local
authorities and National Park Authorities, so is more technically correct!

APPLICANT
APPELLANT
DEVELOPER
PLANNING
AUTHORITY
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Who decides an appeal?
It depends on who made the decision on the original application. An
appeal can either go to Scottish Ministers or the Planning Authority. (see
figure 1, planning appeals flow chart on page 7)
If the decision was made by Councillors (also known as ‘elected
members’) at a Planning Committee, the appeal goes to Scottish
Ministers. Appeals to Scottish Ministers are dealt with by Reporters in
the Planning and Environmental Appeals Division (DPEA). The DPEA is a
Division of the Scottish Government, their Reporters are civil servants with
expertise in planning.
Appeals involving relatively minor developments where the original
decision was delegated to a Planning Officer are decided by the Local
Authority’s Local Review Body. Find out more about Local Review Bodies
on page 32. However, a developer can lodge an appeal to the DPEA if they
want to; (Legally even a delegated decision is a local authority decision, so
this is allowed.) NB We think most Local Review Body decisions are likely
to support the officer’s decisions.
In rare cases, the final decision may be made by the Scottish Ministers
themselves, although the decision is likely to be informed by a Reporter’s
recommendation to the Scottish Ministers. For more information go to
page 41.
NB: Most of the questions below relate to appeals that go to the DPEA
rather than Local Review Bodies
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Who decided the
planning application?

Planning
Officer

Planning
Committee
Appeal made to Scottish
Ministers and referred to
DPEA Reporter

Appeal decided by
Local Review Body

Reporter assesses
appeal by Written
Submission

YES

Do the developer,
Council and Reporter agree to
appeal being decided by Written
Submission?
NO

NO

Do the Scottish
Ministers wish to make the final
decision themselves?

Reporter
arranges Hearing
or Inquiry

YES
Reporter
publishes
decision

Reporter provides report and
recommendations to Ministers who
make the final decision

Appeal
reconsidered by
different Reporter
YES

Do developer,
Council or objectors feel
decision is unlawful?

YES

Decision
found
unlawful?

Judicial
Review

NO
NO
End of
process

Figure 1: Planning Appeals Flow Chart
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On what grounds can they make an appeal?
The appeal must relate to the planning application that was submitted.
Developers are not allowed to change what they are applying for during the
appeal. For example, they can’t change the number of houses on a site or
the layout of a development. If they want to change the development, they
must re-apply for planning permission. Other than that, they can appeal
on any grounds, including attached conditions and non-determination as
mentioned above.
The appellant sets out the grounds of their appeal in the Statement of
Appeal. This will be available on the page on the DPEA website relevant to
your appeal. (See Understanding the DPEA website on page 44).

How do I find out more and what do I do next?
If you commented on the original application, you should have been told
by your planning authority (ie the Council or National Park Authority) that
an appeal has been lodged. They have to do this within 14 days of the
applicant telling them they want to appeal.
You may also receive an email from the Planning and Environmental
Appeals Division (DPEA) asking if you want to take part and put in further
representations. However, they do not have to do this, so you may need to
contact them and tell them you want to be involved or ‘opt in’.
Once you have registered that you are interested, there will be a DPEA
case officer who will be your point of contact. You should also have
received emails from the DPEA about where to get information.
Once you have heard about the appeal you write directly to the DPEA with
further representations, not the planning authority. Your planning authority
will have access to all representations, including yours. However, it may
be worth copying them in if there’s a specific point you want to highlight,
in which case it is a good idea to send a covering email explaining why
you’ve sent them your representation.

I didn’t comment on the original application, can I take part in
the appeal?
This is at the discretion of the Reporter. If you didn’t comment on the
planning application but want to raise an issue at an appeal, contact the
Reporter asking to be allowed to comment and explain why you wish to do
so. As far as we know they usually allow representations from people who
have not previously commented.
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How much time do I have?
The Government have set targets about the speed
of decision making on appeals. This means that the
Reporters at the DPEA have to meet certain deadlines
themselves. Unfortunately (and we think unfairly) this
puts a lot of pressure on you drop everything that you
are doing and react speedily.
We have drawn up a diagram to help you understand the
timescales of appeals processes on page 46.
You only have 14 days to respond after receiving notification from the
planning authority that an appeal has been lodged. However, it is possible you
might get an extension to the deadline for comments by writing to the DPEA
case officer asking them to extend the deadline. If you are not sure who the
case officer is, contact the DPEA on dpea@gov.scot or 0300244 6668.

So even if the proposed development is pants and the
decision was the right one, the developer can appeal?
Yes, unfortunately even if the proposal does not comply with the Local
Development Plan, or is unsustainable, or will create a huge flooding /
traffic issue or any other issues, a developer may appeal if they feel they
were refused planning consent unfairly.

Can I appeal if I feel a decision is unfair on me, the
environment or my community?
No. So called ‘third parties’, including people living close to the
development or community groups who feel the application may badly
affect their lives or environment cannot appeal if planning permission
is granted, however unhappy they are with the decision. It is only the
applicant, ie the developer, who has appeal rights.
There are only two ways in which communities can overturn a decision
to give planning permission. Firstly, they can try to persuade the Scottish
Ministers to review the decision (known as “Calling In”). This has to be
done before the final decision is issued. See page 41 for more information.
Secondly, if the decision is thought to be unlawful, they can seek a Judicial
Review which is very expensive and has a low chance of success. (see our
judicial review guide for more information).
Planning Democracy has campaigned vigorously for Equal Rights
of Appeal so that communities as well as developers can appeal
planning decisions. We maintain that it is a blatant injustice to
allow the developer (applicant) a right to appeal if their application
is refused, but not to allow a community the right to appeal if a
controversial, unpopular or misguided application is allowed. The
Scottish Government continues to refuse to grant an Equal Right of
Appeal for communities. Planning Democracy continues to argue for
such an Equal Right of Appeal.
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What will happen to my objection? Will I have to write it all
over again?
No, when the DPEA receives an appeal from the applicant, the Reporter
will contact the Planning Authority (ie the planning department in your
Council) who have to send on all representations to the DPEA within 21
days. Any comment or objection you made will be passed to the Reporter
once appointed. You only need to write and send in a representation if you
have further information to add. Once you have read the reasons (in the
Statement of Appeal) made by the appellant (developer) you may wish to
add information to your original objection, point out any inconsistencies
or inaccuracies in the appellant’s appeal or on the original decision and
inform the Reporter.

How do I find out on what grounds the developer is appealing?
To check why the appellant is appealing read the Statement of Appeal
which will be on the DPEA website on the pages relevant to the appeal.
This will help you decide what sort of information will be helpful in
opposing the appeal. For example, if they are appealing because they
are disputing the Council’s Housing Land Supply figures, you should
focus on challenging their figures. However, this doesn’t stop you raising
other issues if you have reason to, but it is worthwhile going through their
statement in detail to see if you want to challenge their statements and to
check if they have made mistakes or false claims. The Reporter will not
interrogate or investigate their claims, so it is up to you to do this.

What support can I get?
As well as the Reporter who will investigate the appeal, the DPEA will
appoint a Case Officer who will deal with administrative aspects of the
appeal. Case Officers can provide general advice about the appeal and
can deal with questions about things like dates for meetings and deadlines
for submitting information. Get to know them and make good use of
them. They will be able to tell you about the timescale and umpteen
other administrative aspects of the process. It is worth being polite and
respectful in all your dealings with the DPEA, this is likely to get you further
and it is important to remember they are human too.

“We had a really good case officer, which was so important
to us to feel that we could trust this person to give us the
right information and help that we needed”
Sue, Limekilns

Planning Democracy have mentors who have been through the appeal
process themselves who can provide you with support about the process.
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Will the planners be on our side, as they are defending
their decision?
Sometimes Planning Authorities and communities are on the same side
during an appeal, although your arguments and reasons to defend the
rejection of the application may be different. If the Planning Authority
choose to defend their decision, they may be a good ally. The community
will want to explain why a development is a bad idea, and the Planning
Authority will also be making the case against the development to explain
why it has refused planning consent.
However, it is worth bearing in mind that it is planning officers will be
dealing with DPEA appeals, not the elected councillors who made the
decision to refuse the application. Before a decision goes to committee,
planning officers may recommend that an application is approved, but this
can be ignored by elected councillors and the application gets refused.
It is possible that, in these cases, planning officers may be less inclined
to defend the committee decision at appeal. They may not represent
the planning authority at appeal if they recommended approval but the
elected members refused permission. In these cases it may be the legal
department of the Planning Authority that represents the case.
We think that appeals are more likely to be approved by Reporters
when committee decisions go against the Planning Authority officer’s
recommendation.

Top tip:
Planning Authorities can also retract their refusals during appeals
(ie change their minds).

Can I stop the appeal?
No, you can’t stop an appeal, by law and in all fairness, the applicant has a
right to submit an appeal. You do have the power to influence the outcome
of the appeal, and we hope this guide helps you understand how.

How much effort is this going to be and is it worth it?
There is likely to be a lot of work involved if you want to actively
participate in the appeal. However, the fact is that, in 58% of appeals,
the original decision to refuse or restrict a development is upheld, so the
odds are slightly more in your favour than those of the developer. In our
opinion the fact that 42% of appeals are allowed suggests something
is very wrong with the system when decisions are overturned on such a
regular basis!) So, this is the stage when you should start to think about
who you can work with to form an action group to challenge the appeal.
It really helps if all the objectors speak with one voice, so a combined
effort is really worthwhile.
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Where do I get more information?
If you have responded to the application by sending
in an objection you should have been notified by the
planning authority about the appeal. Reference details will
be given and you will then have to contact the DPEA.
Each appeal case will have a reference number (which will begin PPA
for Planning Permission Appeal) which is good to have a note of and
refer to in correspondence.
Try and get familiar with the DPEA website. It will have a dedicated
location for ‘your’ appeal, with copies of all the documents relating to
it, including any plans, statement of appeal, the Planning Authority’s
response and any other correspondence. The appeal reference number
will help you find your appeal in the search engine, though you can also
search using other criteria. (See page 44 for a guide to the DPEA website
and what to look at)
The DPEA publishes all information and correspondence relating to live
appeals. This will help you to keep track of what stage of the process
an appeal is at and what is going to happen next; and also, to view the
decision on the appeal once it has been made.
In addition to this guide, the DPEA has written its own guide for
communities (thanks to pressure from Planning Democracy and Scotland
Against Spin.

How will the appeal be dealt with?
For an appeal that goes to the DPEA there are the following ways of
dealing with them:
Written Submissions, a Hearing, or very occasionally, an Inquiry. The
appointed Reporter will decide which they feel is the best way to get the
information they need to understand the issues involved. (See section 2
to find out what is involved in different types of appeal). This may also
include a site visit. The DPEA website shows what method of appeal has
been chosen. See Section 2 for more on these and how you get involved
with them.
In most cases an appeal will not involve a Hearing or Inquiry
The prospect of a Hearing or Inquiry as part of an appeal can be
worrying, but most appeals against Planning Committee decisions are
now dealt with by Written Submissions.
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SE CTION 2
Dealing with Appeals
In this section we describe the different ways appeals can be carried
out by the Department for Planning and Environmental Appeals (DPEA)
and how best to take part. We also explain Local Review Bodies (LRB’s),
which are appeals (technically they are reviews) carried out by elected
councillors on planning decisions that were made by planning officers
of the Planning Authority. LRB’s are less open to public involvement and
are dealt with differently.

Different types of appeal process
For planning appeals that go to the DPEA there are three ways in which
they may be done.

Written Submissions
Nowadays most appeals to the Scottish Ministers are decided by Written
Submission, so it is most likely this is how you will be able to make your case.
A Written Submission involves the appellant and the Planning Authority each
stating their case in writing, and then gives them the opportunity to comment
on each other’s statements. Community groups and members of the public
also make Written Submissions to support the information which they gave in
their response to the original planning application.

Hearings
The Reporter conducts a structured discussion with the appellant, the
Planning Authority and other interested parties, such as you. The Reporter will
ask questions to get the information they need to understand the application
and why the appeal is being made. The Reporter will not be trying to catch
anyone out, just collecting the information they need to make a decision.

Inquiry (sometimes referred to as a Public Local Inquiry or PLI)
An Inquiry is more formal, and is more like a court case, with both the
developer, and opponents (including the Planning Authority and other
objectors) able to cross-examine witnesses. Sometimes people employ
legal professionals such as solicitors or QCs to help present their case.
There is no requirement for a QC, but often a QC is used, especially
by appellants who have the money. There is no formal requirement to
employ a QC to present a case and carry out cross-examination of the
other side’s witnesses.
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The use of QCs can be extremely intimidating, and QCs may resort to
making personal attacks on the knowledge or motives of witnesses. The
Reporter will be aware that the community will have less experience of
this type of examination than the developer and should curb any such
aggressive tactics and allow for your being nervous.
Reporters will decide what method they want to use depending on
the scale of the development or the scale of responses. Complex or
controversial issues may need a more formal process such as an Inquiry.
For example, all fracking decisions went to the more formal Inquiry
process. There is some value in pushing for an Inquiry. It makes it more
expensive for the applicant (although possibly more stressful for you!)

Hybrids
It is not unusual to get a mix of Hearings, Inquiries and Written
Submissions in an appeal. The Reporter can hold an Inquiry and decide
to take Written Submissions on one particular aspect, usually something
relatively straight forward.

The Site Visit
In most cases, the Reporter will arrange to inspect the site. The public do
not usually attend these visits. Anyone who is invited to accompany the
Reporter is not allowed to discuss the merits of the appeal during the visit.
The Reporter will let you know if they intend to make a site visit - most
make an unaccompanied site visit. Although it is unusual for community
representatives to accompany the Reporter on a site visit, it might be
possible if there are specific things that you want to show them. It’s always
worth contacting the Reporter to ask if you can help them with the site visit
or pointing out aspects that you feel are important for them to see.
If community representatives are allowed to attend the site visit with the
Reporter, this will be restricted to a few people. It is probably better that
you don’t hold a demonstration while the Reporter goes on a site visit in
case you antagonise them! The Reporter will be visiting the site to find
answers to specific questions and are unlikely to be open to discussing
other aspects of the appeal.

Top tip:
Also, check whether appellant statements made, do in fact support
the development specifically. It is worth making sure that the site
looks well-kept and well used during a site visit if you are hoping to
persuade a Reporter that the site is worth preserving as a natural or
recreational area.
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Providing information, what you can and can’t do
In essence at an appeal the Reporter is assessing whether the decision
has been made in accordance with the development plan, and if it
hasn’t, whether there are material considerations, which support this
deviation from the plan. (See glossary for more information on material
considerations)
Whatever type of appeal is held, the Reporter will have your original
submission. However, you may well have gathered further evidence that
backs up your original reasons for objection. Although the Reporter’s first
port of call for additional information is likely to be the appellant or the
Planning Authority, we know that communities often raise important issues
and challenge developer claims.
You will probably already be familiar with your Local Development Plan
from dealing with the planning application, but make sure that you know
about any updates or changes that have been made. Similarly, if you can,
it is useful to be up to speed with any strategic development plans for your
area, and relevant national planning policy.
If you respond to a request for additional written information, you
don’t need to respond to every question. Some may just be asking the
developer to provide evidence to support their claims.
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Top Tip:
Submitting written information:
Be clear and be as short as possible. Although the Reporter will always
read through all of the information provided, you will make it easier for
them if your submission is short, well- structured and focussed.
Be rational and reasonable, don’t get personal.
Don’t exaggerate and try not to rant (even if you may feel justified in
doing so!)
State where your information comes from and try to provide the
original source as an electronic copy if you can.

The Reporter will only consider things which are planning issues or
material considerations. This is what the planning regulations on appeals
say about introducing new information “Section 47A restricts the ability
of parties to introduce new matters at the appeal stage unless they are
material to the determination of the case. The restriction on raising new
matters on appeal does not prevent the submission of new documents,
material or evidence on issues that were before the planning authority”
Planning Democracy’s guide to Responding to a Planning Application
gives a detailed explanation of what is or isn’t a material consideration.
Make sure that you respond to the information the Reporter is asking for.
However, you may want to raise new matters if they are material planning
considerations. You can, for example, draw attention to facts that have
changed since the original decision eg. recent changes to policies, new
research or legislation, updated housing figures or any new changes to the
site. The Reporter should look at all factors, otherwise they could run the
risk of a court challenge (ie. someone could take a judicial review on the
grounds that the Reporter didn’t consider all the facts).
Suggested places to look for evidence include reports by the Council,
Scottish Government or other public bodies such as SEPA, or from experts
who might be members of your group or people you have asked to help
you. It is surprising how much knowledge and expertise there can be in
a community. Publicity about the case might encourage people to come
forward to help. It sounds simple, but actually asking for help often works!
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Top Tip:
Be proactive with providing information and make sure the planning
authority are too.
A Community Council in Ayrshire were shocked when their local
authority did not provide Reporters with up-to-date information about
housing figures, which was crucial to an appeal decision about housing
on a greenfield site. The Community Council proactively contacted the
Reporter and sent in the latest Housing Land Audit with more up-todate figures than those provided by the Planning Authority. This led to a
debate and further investigations about whether this site was needed to
fulfil housing land shortages in the area.
Even after they had supplied new information the community had to
be very persistent in persuading the Planning Authority to back them
up and confirm to the Reporter that the authority had concluded in
a recent decision in their Local Development Plan, that there was no
housing land shortage and no housing was required on the green field
site. Eventually, the Community Council’s determination paid off and the
Planning Authority did respond with the up-to-date information, which
resulted in the appeal being overturned.

Top Tip:
Never assume that the facts presented by the developer are correct –
check them!
If the developer gives a “fact” or a number, have they given a reference
to show where it comes from? Does the information provided agree
with what’s referenced in the report? Is the source of the information up
to date or has it been superseded? Is it reliable and independent, for
example an academic report, or has it been commissioned to support
a particular view? (There have even been cases where developers
have attempted to misquote information from technical reports without
realising that the report’s authors are among the objectors!)
Also check whether statements made do, in fact, support the
development specifically. For example, developers often say this
development will deliver investment of £n and create n jobs (but so
would any development of similar size and type).
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CASE STUDY 1:
Read about the peat extraction appeal where developer’s facts
were disputed.

Lochwood Moss Peat Extraction Site
Dumfries and Galloway Council’s Planning Committee refused
an application for permission to extend a peat extraction
licence at Lochwood Moss near Beattock. A campaign from
local residents and environmental campaigners highlighting the
contribution of peat extraction to greenhouse gas emissions and the
damage it causes to biodiversity helped to get this refusal.
Although peat extraction had been permitted at this site since at least 1985,
the existing permission was due to end in 2020. There was strong public
opposition to the application and SEPA and NatureScot, who are statutory
consultees, also objected in principle. The Council agreed that allowing
further extraction until 2030 would be inconsistent with targets to end
horticultural peat use and the policy on Climate Change. Everiss Ltd, the
applicant and company operating the site disagreed and appealed to the
Scottish Ministers.
The Reporter decided to determine the appeal by Written Submissions and,
having looked at the information submitted to the Council in relation to
the planning application, asked for additional information on 22 aspects
of policy, planning and technical points from the developer, the Council,
statutory consultees and objectors to the planning application. Some of the
points of clarification were asking the developer to clarify their claims that
peat extraction did not cause greenhouse gas emissions, and some were
asking the Council, statutory consultees and objectors for more detailed
information on current policy, and on their assessment of the damage
caused by peat extraction.
The information to support refusal of planning consent was readily available,
although it was difficult to see how the view that peat extraction helped
to tackle Climate Change could be justified. Experts at SEPA and SNH as
well as members of the public were in the process of providing additional
information to the Reporter, when the Scottish Ministers took the unusual
step of indicating their intention to recall this appeal and make the final
decision on it themselves if the Reporter was minded to grant it. At this point
the developer withdrew the appeal, so the world will never find out what
information the developer intended to submit to support the novel view that
peat extraction is good for the climate!
In this case, the public were able to put their case to the Reporter without
having to go through the stress of a Hearing or PLI. Also, the time taken was
only a few months from the appeal being made to it being withdrawn after
the Scottish Ministers’ notification that they would recall a decision to uphold
the appeal, and allow continued peat extraction,.
The level of public concern and increasing awareness of the need to tackle
the Climate Emergency which had been highlighted in Scotland’s Climate
Declaration certainly played a part in persuading the Scottish Ministers to
take an interest in this appeal.
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Using old appeals and decisions
It may be a good idea to look at old appeals decisions or related planning
decisions. You may be able to quote a previous decision where the
Reporter’s reasoning supports your arguments. Or you may be able to
find previous planning decisions for the same site, where statements were
made, or reasoning given that have been overlooked in this appeal.
You should be able to find old planning decisions on your Planning
Authority website by searching under the address.
You should be able to find old appeals on the DPEA appeal website.
DPEA publishes all information relating to live appeals to Scottish
Ministers as well as those already determined on its website https://
www.dpea.scotland.gov.uk/CaseSearch.aspx. This information includes
plans, grounds for appeal, the Planning Authority’s response, and any
other correspondence. You can search the site to find the appeal you are
interested in. The DPEA website can also provide information about other
similar appeals, which you can find by doing an advanced search under
case type or characteristics.

Figure 2: Search Facility on DPEA Website

Thanks to Planning Democracy working with an Environmental
Information expert, information on old appeals is now kept on the
DPEA website for 10 years. Previous to our efforts to make them easily
accessible to ‘interested parties’, old appeals were removed from the
website after 3 months, leaving only the decision notices. Although the
DPEA were happy to provide the detailed information on request, it
meant that people had to write and ask. This then gave them less time
to actually read it and added to their stress levels and workload.
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Referencing
Make sure that your evidence comes from a reliable source which you can
reference. Evidence from academic, government or Council publications is
going to carry more weight than evidence based on what people have said
on social media.
If you state that there have been 23 accidents at a particular road
junction in the last five years, say where you got this information from.
You can reference points that you made in your response to the planning
application rather than repeat the detail, as the Reporter will have access
to the information you provided to the Planning Authority.
Local knowledge can be really helpful, as it can point you in the right
direction to get more information. For example, if a resident tells you about
an industrial use of a site several decades ago, this might give you clues
about what sort of contamination might affect the site, but you would need
to look for further information to back up these concerns.

Top Tip:
Developers often do things at awkward times!!
It often seems that developers submit important information at awkward
times such as the last working day before Christmas or the start of the
school holidays - when community groups might be having a break.
Last thing on a Friday afternoon also seems to be a popular time. If
you are expecting an appeal to be made or to move to a new stage it is
worth having a rota of volunteers to keep an eye on the DPEA appeals
website and your Council’s planning portal.

Top Tip:
Wait till the last minute to submit your response
Developers often wait until the last minute to submit their responses.
You should also wait till the last minute, otherwise the developer may
see your arguments and tailor their response to try and invalidate them.
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Deadlines
It is best to try to submit your response by the deadline. However, if you
need time to submit a lot of complex information, ask the Reporter if they
are willing to give an extension to your deadline.
The Reporter may well look favourably at giving an extension particularly
if there is new legislation, Housing Land Audits or a more recent LDP is
about to be adopted that will have a bearing on the case.

Housing Land Supply
Appeals about larger housing developments often revolve around whether
or not there is enough land available in the area for new housing (known
as the Housing Land Supply). Assessing Housing Land Supply is quite a
complex process, and we have produced a specific guide to this.
We have mentors who can help with calculations on housing land supply
that may help you to challenge developer’s claims regarding effective
housing land supply shortages.

What to do at Hearings and Inquiries
In many ways Hearings and Inquiries are similar: both are meetings in
which the parties involved in a planning appeal are asked questions so the
Reporter can examine the evidence relating to the appeal.
You will need to be well prepared and have evidence to back up what
you’re saying.
You will be informed about what the Hearing or Inquiry will focus on.
They will only look at aspects of the appeal that the Reporter wants more
information about.
For most people, the idea of participating in a Hearing or PLI can be
daunting, (even for professionals). However, help is available from various
sources.
Planning Democracy can put you in touch with other people who have
been in the same situation.
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Webcasting
It can be very useful to attend a Hearing or Inquiry for another appeal to
see how the process work. However the timing is not likely to be right. You
can, however, watch webcasts of previous Hearings and Inquiries which
are available on DPEA Webcast channel https://dpea.public-i.tv/core/
portal/webcasts and Council websites.
It was Planning Democracy that successfully campaigned to get
PLIs webcast following a PLI where the community requested that
it be recorded but were turned down. Thanks to PD researching the
benefits and putting pressure on DPEA to be more transparent, they
began to webcast appeals in 2016. Luckily, Reporters have discovered
the benefits of webcasting and most are now very supportive of the
approach.

It’s important to be aware of any deadlines relating to your appeal, and
key dates which may be set around Hearings and Inquiries. Reporters will
try to find dates which suit as many people as possible, and sometimes
Hearings are arranged for evenings and weekends to accommodate
people. However, for a complicated Hearing or Inquiry that may last
several weeks, it is never going to be possible to find dates that suit
everyone, and things can change at short notice.

Top Tip:
Make yourself known to the Reporter that you are a significant person
or party and wish to take part. You have as much right to specify such
things as dates and arrangements for the Hearing as the appellant has.

Who can help?
Paying for expert witnesses is beyond the budget of most community
groups, (and they may not be as familiar with the details of the case as
you are!) You may find someone in your network who has some relevant
knowledge. Planning Democracy may be able to help you find people with
knowledge of specific technical issues.
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Hearings Procedure
If the appellant or the Planning Authority asks to be ‘heard’, a Hearing or
an Inquiry must be held. These both involve an oral process, where those
involved will state their case in person (or by video link), in front of the
Reporter. The Reporter may also decide to hold a Hearing or Inquiry if they
feel that it would help them to understand the issues.
If your appeal is going to involve a Hearing make sure that you know what
aspects of the appeal this will examine.
Before a Hearing, you may be asked to produce a Hearing Statement,
which outlines your case in relation to the issues to be covered at the Hearing.

Inquiries Procedure
If your appeal is going to involve an Inquiry make sure that you know what
aspects of the appeal this will examine

The Pre-Examination Meeting
In most cases, the Reporter will hold a Pre-Examination Meeting (PEM)
early on in the process to set out key dates and identify those who wish
to give evidence at the Inquiry. The PEM may also include discussion
to establish which issues everyone agrees about, and which issues are
disputed. This will help the Reporter to decide where to focus the Inquiry.
The Reporter will circulate an agenda before the PEM so you will know
what is to be covered. Attending the PEM can help you to prepare for the
inquiry and get to know who else is opposing the development.

The Statement of Case
You will need to provide a Statement of Case which sets out the key
matters and documents that you want to refer to in your precognition.
Examples of precognitions for planning appeals can be found on the DPEA
Appeals Search Portal appeals.
Your Statement of Case and precognition will be circulated to other parties
participating in the PLI and you will be sent copies of theirs which will allow
you to see what evidence others, including the appellant will be presenting.
You might then be able to identify weaknesses in the appellant’s evidence
that you can highlight, either in a written response to the Reporter or at
the PLI. Try to work out assumptions underpinning your case and the
assumptions of the appellant.
Because you will have to provide paper copies of your evidence for the
Reporter and for all other parties at the Hearing or Inquiry, quite a lot of
printing (and cost) might be involved if you have a lot of evidence!
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The Precognition
This is a statement of the evidence that you intend to present at the PLI and should
also include information about the qualification of witnesses who will be providing
specialist evidence. Each party (including you) needs to produce. A precognition
which is given to the Reporter and the other side to indicate what each party
will talk about on the day. The purpose is to highlight the differences between
parties. Precognitions are limited to 2000 words maximum (about 4- 5 sides of A4),
although the Reporter may agree a little flexibility if contacted in advance.

Statement of Common Ground
This is where the parties state the facts they agree on. It identifies the area
where there is common area of agreement. They are not as much used in
Scotland though they are in England.

Taking part in a Hearing or Inquiry
Who does what?
Groups who object to a planning application need to be well organised at an
Inquiry. Work out in advance who is going to do what. If there are several groups of
objectors the Reporter is likely to encourage you to work together. You may not have
a common point of view, but this can be helpful if you share opinions. Repeating
evidence will not add anything. It’s the quality of information that is important. You
may want to co-ordinate with the Planning Authority and gain an understand of
what they are objecting to. They may have a different view, so view’. If they are
concentrating on a particular aspect, it may mean you don’t have to. Agree who is
going to cover which topics amongst groups you are working with, and make sure
that you agree on what you are saying so that you don’t trip each other up.
In the days leading up to the Inquiry there are various tasks which you need to cover:

• Presenters – do the talking. You may need different presenters for
different topics.

• Runners – find pieces of evidence to show. This can be quite a big task

if you have a lot of evidence. Evidence needs to be organised and filed in
advance so that it can be found quickly during the Hearing or Inquiry.

• Scribes – take notes of what is being said. These will be useful to

presenters, including lawyers if you have them, particularly for Inquiries
where you can cross-examine the appellant’s witnesses.

• Supporters – it’s always good to have some friendly faces in the public seats!
You will need to plan in advance who is going to do what. If your Hearing or
Inquiry lasts more than one day, you may need to have different people to cover
these roles on each day, as most people can’t commit more than a day or so to
helping at a Hearing or Inquiry.
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Top Tip:
Plan who will do what
It is well worth spending time planning who will do what at a Hearing or
Inquiry and practising together. You may come across better on the day
and hopefully it will boost your confidence. Planning Democracy can
put you in touch with others who have been at Inquiries who may be
able to give tips and encouragement.

Top Tips for Hearing or Inquiries
You’ve spent weeks or possibly months preparing
for the Hearing or Inquiry. By now you will really
know this application inside out, and quite possibly
your team has spent more time on it than the
appellant. How do you make sure that you present
your case well at a Hearing or Inquiry? This is going to
be a stressful time, but our Top Tips, which have come
from groups which have been through the process and from
Reporters might help you through.
It is important to be represented at every session of a Hearing or Inquiry
if possible. This is particularly the case for Inquiries, where there is the
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses for the appellant, even if you
don’t intend to bring any witnesses on the subject yourself. If you are not
represented at an Inquiry session, the Reporter will assume that you do
not dispute what the developer is saying.
Cross-examining witnesses is a very specific skill, and unless you have
someone in your group with experience of this, you are likely to need a
legal professional to help you to question the developer’s witnesses.
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Top Tips:
Presenting material and being cross-examined.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remember that you know a lot about your local area and this
planning application!
If your appeal involves a Hearing, remember that this will only involve
questions from the Reporter, not from the appellant, and you will not
be cross-examined.
Try to remain calm and confident. Take your time to answer
questions. Speak slowly and clearly.
Try not to get emotional. (This can be difficult if the appellant’s team
resort to personal attacks!)
Don’t interrupt questions or other witnesses.
Answer the questions you are asked, but don’t give unnecessary
information.
If you don’t know an answer or aren’t sure, say so. Do not make
things up!
Don’t exaggerate or make claims that you can’t back up with evidence.
If you don’t understand a question or jargon ask for clarification.
This is not a weakness.

Top Tips:
Practicalities for Hearings and Inquiries

•
•
•
•

If you have to leave the Hearing/Inquiry room be careful what you
say in places like corridors or “rest rooms” where you might be
overheard by a member of the appellant’s team.
Cross reference sources of evidence clearly so the “runner” team
can find them easily.
Bring plenty of pens!
Bring some supporters along to provide reassuring faces.
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CASE STUDY 2:
Read about an appeal where communities and environmental organisations
working together and creating a national campaign was successful.

Concerned Communities of Falkirk’s opposition
to fracking at Airth
In 2012, Falkirk and Stirling Councils received applications
for production of methane gas using a new, “unconventional”
technique called coalbed methane production which involves
fracking (cracking the rocks with high pressure water to release trapped
methane). Both Councils had previously granted permission for test sites
for this technique. The applications for the test sites were treated as if
they were water boreholes, and so were decided by Planning Officers
using delegated powers. The public were therefore largely unaware of the
applications as they had not been taken to the Planning Committee.
By 2012, fracking was starting to attract press attention following
protests about a proposed unconventional methane site at Balcombe in
Sussex, and local residents quickly formed an action group, Concerned
Communities of Falkirk (CCoF), which held meetings and delivered
leaflets highlighting the issue. As a result, several hundred objections
were received. Initially, it looked as if the Planning Authority might have
been minded to refuse the application. However, being wary of setting a
precedent for a new technology for which there was no specific planning
guidance, they became reluctant to make a decision. The developer, DART
energy, agreed to several extensions to the deadline for determining the
applications, but eventually lost patience and appealed to the Scottish
Ministers against non-determination of their applications.
The appeal triggered an investigation by a Reporter involving a site
visit, Hearing sessions and an Inquiry lasting a month. The information
presented was highly technical relating to geology, public health, pollution
risk and water usage. Although CCoF had no specific experience of oil and
gas extraction, the group included three people with PhDs, a solicitor and
a businessman as well as representatives of local Community Councils.
They found that they had to quickly become self-taught experts on all of
the issues associated with coal bed methane extraction. This was a huge,
and very time-consuming task!
Because the Inquiry was attracting widespread attention, CCoF was able
to launch a Crowdfunder which raised £75,000, enabling them to employ a
QC. Friends of the Earth Scotland (FoES) also opposed the application at
the Inquiry. CCoF and FOES agreed to split the workload with FoES covering
the climate change aspects, and CCoF covering everything else. At the PLI,
the appellant had approximately three witnesses to every one brought by
CCoF. Cross-examination of CCoF’s witness often involved personal attacks
questioning their experience, qualifications and motives.

continued
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During the Hearing and Inquiry, the pressure grew on Scottish
politicians to use the planning system to prevent fracking in
Scotland. While the Reporter was deliberating, the Scottish
Government announced a moratorium on fracking. As policy
was shifting, the Reporter decided to delay a decision until
clear guidance was given. The moratorium was followed by two
evidence reviews and in 2019 the Scottish Government announced
a policy of “no support” for unconventional gas extraction. It looked as
if the Reporter finally might be able to make a decision to refuse the
application. However, lawyers for the developer argued that this did not
amount to a ban and started to press for the Inquiry to reconvene. The
Reporter suggested that so much had changed since the PLI in 2012, a
completely new Inquiry would be needed. CCoF were starting to gear up for
another stressful Inquiry when the developer unexpectedly withdrew their
appeal in March 2020.
Fighting a hugely technical application like this against a company set
to make potentially huge profits, places huge demands on communities.
CCoF were fortunate to have some technically literate members and be
able to recruit some technical expertise from supporters, but the balance
of power lies with the developer. Galvanising a political movement to
oppose the whole concept of unconventional gas was key to preventing this
development.
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Working Together
If you are facing a Hearing or Inquiry, you will probably find that individuals
and groups opposing the development are asked to co-ordinate their
responses. If there are a number of people and groups involved this may
seem like an attempt to water down your response, but usually communities
find that it is much better to work together and pool resources. Not only
does this give a stronger overall response, it helps to prevent different
groups of objectors saying things that contradict each other.
You may already have formed a coalition with other groups, but if not, now
is the time to do so. This could include Community Councils, local Action
Groups, Residents Associations and other local organisations as well as
NGOs, national campaign groups and other organisations. Community
Councils are statutory consultees in the planning process so can add weight
to objections. Find out what expertise is available in each group and decide
whether an existing group such as a Community Council or NGO is going
to lead the response, or whether it would be best to set up a specific group
for your campaign. Local campaigners will know the area well, but larger
national organisations may have expert knowledge of particular issues or
types of wildlife and may have experience of running campaigns and getting
media attention.
As the Council will also be defending its decision to refuse planning consent,
it is worth talking to the Planning Department and getting their views on the
appeal. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the appeal? What can
the community particularly help with? The Planning Department should be
well aware of planning policy and the Local Development Plan and should
be able to help you understand how these relate to the appeal. They will
probably have less detailed knowledge than the community on things like
wildlife, previous history of the site and how the development will affect local
people. It may also be that your group may have specialist knowledge that
the Council do not have.

Top Tips:
Working with others

•
•
•
•

Agree your aim: are you trying to stop the development completely
or reduce its damage?
Sort out who will do what to avoid duplication.
Talk to the Planning Authority – they may be making the same points
and may back up yours.
Agree who is going to submit which pieces of evidence to make sure
that you have everything covered and don’t submit multiple copies
of the same document.
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Getting legal advice
The good news is that communities can make a
successful case at planning appeals without having
professional legal help. This is particularly true for
simpler appeals based on Written Submissions only.
It is not normally necessary to get professional help
for a planning appeal which is decided by Written
Submissions. However, some communities find it
helpful if they are facing a Hearing or PLI.
You may find it helpful to get a lawyer to read and comment on any legal
cases that the appellants may cite. A planning lawyer may be able to offer
other legal precedents that negate those of the appellants. This legal advice
should be much cheaper than getting the lawyer to write your submissions.
On the plus side, a professional advisor can help you understand the
appeals system, and, in particular, can help you decide which points
are most important at a Hearing. Some communities have found this
useful, while some who have had lawyers for Hearings have felt that, with
hindsight, they could have managed without - and others have made their
own case and won.
Inquiries are where lawyers can really come into their own, as they involve
cross-examination. Having someone who is skilled at questioning the
opposition is very useful as there is an art to this. A lawyer can also help
you to organise your Statement of Case and Precognition.
A lawyer can help with general advice and, if they can be persuaded to
support your case, help with your submissions.
The difficulty is that there are not many planning lawyers in Scotland and
many of them are more used to working with developers. However, there
are a handful of lawyers working for the public in these cases in Scotland.
The type of lawyer who specialises in cross-examination is known as a QC,
or Queen’s Counsel, who is a senior advocate, although it can just be a
solicitor or indeed any advocate. QCs can also help to highlight what has
happened in other similar cases where a legal precedent has been set which
the Reporter might have to follow. A solicitor might be able to help you find
a suitable QC, but QCs are very expensive unless you can find one who is
prepared to take your case on for the public good (pro bono) for free or at
reduced cost. In some cases, community groups have been approached by
QCs who believe in their cause and have offered pro bono assistance.
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If the Council are defending their refusal of planning consent at a PLI they
may employ a QC to do the cross-examination, in which case other groups
may not need to. Larger NGOs may also employ QCs to help them make
their case at PLIs. It is worth check what other groups are doing before
committing to employing a QC yourself.
Cross examination at an Inquiry can be very intimidating and stressful. Be
warned that some QCs have been known to make people feel that they
are attacking them personally. Appellants may be more likely to resort
to this sort of tactic if they know that the facts of their case are weak, so
they attempt to discredit witnesses rather than making their case based
on facts. Try to stay calm if you are faced with this sort of questioning and
respond factually rather than getting angry (although that might be easier
said than done!).
The key to success is knowing what point you are trying to get across and
why. You really need to go through your case and think how you want to
present your case.

Top Tip:
Get your supporters involved.
A support group can help you feel more confident during the Inquiry.
Make sure that there are some friendly faces in the public seats during
the Inquiry. (They can also scowl at the developer’s witnesses if they are
misbehaving!). Arrange to get together at the end of each day to talk
through how things went and encourage each other.
Local councillors may also provide moral support, even if they are not
able to directly participate. After all, they may be the ones who rejected
the application and are annoyed that it has been appealed.

Planning Conditions
Most planning permissions come with conditions attached. In appeals these
conditions are often discussed and resolved. There will be a conditions
session where conditions are agreed, if the development is to go ahead.
These are relatively technical so it is hard to get involved, but it may be
useful to know that this is part of the appeals process.
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SE CTION 3
Other Types of Appeal
Local Review Bodies (LRBs)
Local Review Bodies (LRBs) were set up in 2009 to provide a simple way
of dealing with appeals involving smaller developments, where decisions
are made by Planning Officers under delegated powers. Although
most applications decided by Planning Officers are defined as Local
Developments such as extensions and alterations to buildings and changes
of use, they can include significant and potentially controversial applications
such as housing developments of up to 49 houses. See here for further
information about the difference between Local and Major developments
LRBs are made up of at least three elected Councillors who have experience
of the planning system. They review the case that the Planning Officer made
for refusing the development and listen to why the developer thinks the
decision was wrong. They weigh up the arguments and decide whether or
not to uphold or overrule the Planning Officer’s decision. LRBs and Planning
Committees both involve Councillors, but they are not the same thing
(although some Councillors may be on both).
Local Review Bodies are small committees which review decisions
made by Planning Officers about minor developments.
The Planning Committee is larger than the LRB and makes decisions on
applications for larger developments, or those where there has been a lot of
public concern.
If you have commented on a planning application which is appealed to an
LRB, you will be informed by the Council. Your comments on the original
application will be passed to the LRB automatically, and you will be told how
to make any further comments to the LRB.
Most of the time LRBs make their decisions by reviewing the written
evidence provided by the planning officer and the applicant. Comments
from the public are less likely to feature in an LRB case as, by definition,
applications which have attracted a lot of public interest will have been
decided by the Planning Committee rather than by a Planning Officer.
Sometimes the LRB will make site visits to get a better idea of the issues
and, very occasionally, an LRB may hold a Hearing, to get the information
they need to make a decision. It is up to the LRB to decide what format is
best to give them the information they need. The LRB will inform you if they
intend to hold a Hearing and the arrangements for it.
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The public have the right to attend all LRB meetings and Hearings either
in person or via a weblink, but not a right to speak at them unless invited
to do so. You can possibly ask to make representations. You can find out
about upcoming LRB meetings and see minutes (and possibly recordings)
of all LRB meetings on your Council’s website. Usually, they will be in a
section called something like ‘Councillors and Committees’. If you can’t
find it try putting ‘Minutes’ into the search engine on the site and see what
comes up. Although you can attend an LRB meeting where a review is
being considered, you do not need to do so unless you have been invited
to speak.
In most cases LRBs involve technical issues and uphold Planning Officers’
decisions to refuse planning consent. Sometimes they overturn them,
although they may still place conditions on the development if permission
is granted.

Larger windfarms
Windfarm proposals above 50 MegaWatts
are considered by the Scottish Government’s
Energy Consents Unit (ECU), not the local
planning authority. A large wind farm is
considered under the Electricity Act 1989 with
an associated planning permission under the 1997
Planning Act. Only if the local Planning Authority
objects to the proposed wind farm will it go to the DPEA
to follow the same process as appeals. If the Planning Authority doesn’t
object, the proposal is automatically consented by the ECU. If you or your
community is opposing a wind farm, it is important to focus on getting the
Planning Authority to oppose the proposal as much as sending in your own
objections, so that the proposal is considered by an independent Reporter.
For these cases, the Reporter makes a recommendation to the Scottish
Minister, who make the final decision. Smaller wind energy proposals (under
50MW) are dealt with by the Planning Authority through the usual planning
permission and appeals process. If your community wishes to put in an
objection to a wind farm or a single wind turbine proposal you may want to
contact Scotland Against Spin who have a great deal of experience in this.
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SE CTION 4
Campaign Tips
Publicity and Building Support
Publicising what is happening with the appeal is
really important for several reasons. It helps to show
what the community feels and can help you get new
people involved in your campaign. It can also bring the
issue to the attention of Councillors, MSPs and MPs.
Although the planning decisions are based on planning policy and
guidance, there will be some aspects which are matters of opinion or
where conflicting policies have to be weighed against each other. This is
where public pressure can have most influence.

Top Tip:
Publicity is important
Get as much publicity as possible as early as possible and keep going!
Use as many platforms as possible to reach as many people as possible.
Publicity will hopefully bring with it support and possibly more evidence
for you to use.
Although fewer people read local papers than in the past, they are still an
important means of publicising what is happening with the appeal. They are
read by local people who care about their area, and news reporters are likely
to back the community when reporting a “David and Goliath” struggle with
a developer. Local papers love pictures and are more likely to print pictures
if you can supply a picture of the site, or perhaps some sort of community
action you have organised. Even pictures of a street stall or volunteers
delivering leaflets can help.
The national press can be more reluctant to pick up planning stories if
they feel that they are only of local interest, so explain why the appeal is
important to people who don’t live in the area. Perhaps the development is
the first of its kind, so could set a precedent for what happens elsewhere. Or
maybe you could link up with other communities facing similar appeals to
show that this is an issue which is relevant across the country. Broadsheet
papers are likely to be more interested in the facts of the appeal, while
tabloids usually prefer a “human interest” angle showing how the
development would be bad for local people. Getting a well-known figure
to support your campaign will also help you to get national publicity. It’s
worth approaching public figures with links to the area or who have an
interest in the issues. They may be too busy to reply, but there’s a chance
that you will hit lucky!
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Online media are increasingly important for getting your message out
and cost very little. If you have a website, it’s a good idea to have a blog
section on it where you can post news and keep people up to date.
Encourage people who visit your website to subscribe to your blog or
sign up for email newsletters. Online news sites may provide useful
coverage of appeals with national interest, and sites such as The Ferret
with investigative reporters may be able to help dig out information.
Social media is particularly good for fast-moving situations where you don’t
have time to write a long article, and of course, is easy to share. Encourage
supporters to interact with your posts by reacting, commenting and sharing
them as this gives them higher priority in news feeds. It could also be worth
paying a small amount to promote particularly important posts, for example
about fundraisers or activities that the public can help with.
Petitions can be useful to show that you have support but remember
that a petition with 1,000 signatures only counts as one submission.
New petitions probably won’t be allowed as evidence during an appeal,
although you could reference petitions that you organised against
the planning application. During an appeal, petitions addressed to
politicians will probably be more useful than petitions aimed at the
Reporter. Online petitions can collect a lot of signatures quickly, but it’s
worth having a paper version as well as not everyone is comfortable
signing online versions.
Letter writing is another good way of showing support and influencing
politicians. It may seem old-fashioned, but it shows that people care
enough to stick a stamp on an envelope and post it. Letters can be sent
to the Reporter or to politicians. Make it easy for your supporters to write
by giving them a pre-printed letter to sign. These can be delivered to
households or made available in local shops and other venues. Emailing a
letter template to supporters will also help them to write.

Top Tip:
Make it easy for people to give their views
Letters and emails have more impact than petitions. Make it easy for
people to support your campaign by providing sample letters and emails.
If your appeal is being dealt with by a Local Review Body (LRB),
Councillors will be politicians with most influence over the decision.
Remember that Councillors who are on the LRB will not be able to give
views on the appeal. However, watching what other politicians from the
same party are saying might give an indication of their thinking.
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Councillors don’t have much influence over appeals to the Scottish
Ministers, but MSPs do, particularly those of the party of government at
Holyrood, as ultimately the Scottish Ministers could recall the appeal and
make the final decision.
Although your MP may give views on planning appeals and might provide
support, planning is a policy area devolved to the Scottish Government,
and therefore Members of the UK Government (ie MPs) have no direct
influence over appeals.

Top Tip:
The planning process is a political process
Although there is a framework for making planning decisions that is
based on policies, the balance between different policies has to be
weighed up. For example, policies promoting economic development
or affordable housing have to be balanced against policies to protect
the environment or historic buildings. Where this balance should lie is a
political decision which responds to public pressure. Building enough
pressure to shift this balance can affect the outcome of a planning
application or appeal. A good example of this was the fracking debate
and appeal.

Funding
Everybody who participates in an appeal process is normally expected
to cover their own expenses. You will not have to pay the developer’s
expenses if they win the appeal unless you have acted unreasonably. It is
extremely unlikely that a community group acting in good faith to express
concerns would be found to have acted unreasonably.
If you employ a professional to help you, you will normally have to pay their
fees. However, it is possible to make your case to the Reporter yourself
which minimises costs.
It is not normally possible to get Legal Aid to present a case at a planning
appeal. However, it might be possible to find a lawyer who will work for
you for free the public good (this is called acting pro bono.)
Crowdfunders may be helpful for raising funds to oppose a planning appeal,
particularly if the original application has attracted a lot of attention. They
can be very effective, and there are various platforms available. Most offer
online seminars or other training to help you get started.

Top Tip:
Think when you want to spend any money you may have raised
If you have some budget to cover costs this will be better spent on any
legal advice early in the appeal process rather than late in the day in a
legal challenge.
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SE CTION 5
Appeal Decisions – What next?
At the end of an appeal the Reporter will issue
a decision notice. This will spell out the decision
and the reasons for it. The notice will be sent to the
appellant, the Planning Authority and everyone who has
participated in the appeal. The decision notice will also be
published on the DPEA website.
In their decision, the Reporter will either ‘allow’ or
‘dismiss’ the appeal. If the appeal is allowed, the
decision by the Council to refuse planning consent
or impose conditions on the development will be
reversed. If the appeal is dismissed, it has not been
successful, and the original decision made by the
Council stands.
The Reporter’s decision is final. However, the
Ministers can “recall” any appeal to determine themselves,
in which case the Reporter will write a report for Ministers with a
recommendation, but the final decision would be made by the Ministers.
If the appeal decision is reliant on planning obligations being negotiated
(section 75 agreements), for example on affordable housing or community
facilities, the Reporter may issue a Notice of Intention. This states that the
decision will be made once the conditions have been agreed.

Top Tip:
You can still affect a decision even after a Notice of Intention has
been published
Although there is no formal right to respond to a notice of intention and
therefore no identified procedures for when and how that should take
place, we know of a case where a Community Council contacted the
Reporter with important information relevant to the issues they had
already raised. They pointed out that, since the situation had changed
since the issue of the notice of intention, the Reporter could not have
taken them into account at the time he wrote his intention of decision.
The information had a significant impact and resulted in the appeal
being dismissed.
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Is the appeal decision the end of the matter?
The appeal is the last opportunity to change a planning decision which
has been made by weighing up the material considerations of the case.
However, if a developer, a planning authority, a community group or
another party feels that there has been a legal flaw in how the appeal has
been handled, they can ask the Court of Session for a Judicial Review.
A Judicial Review is an expensive process, with a low chance of success
and should only be used as a last resort where a Reporter, the Scottish
Ministers, Planning Authority or Local Review Body are believed to have
acted unlawfully.
Judicial reviews of planning appeals are not concerned with the merits of
a decision unless it is fundamentally irrational. If a Judicial Review finds
that a decision has been made unlawfully, it will require the decision to
be reconsidered using the correct process, but this will not necessarily
change the outcome.
Planning Democracy’s guide on Judicial Reviews gives more information
on this subject.

Repeat applications
If the Reporter upholds the decision to refuse or restrict planning consent,
you might expect this to be the end of the matter. However, after five
years the developer can make another similar application. While this is a
slight improvement on the two-year gap which was allowed until 2019, it
still means that developers can make continued applications for more or
less the same thing in the hope that they can grind communities down.
Developers can also make a new application within five years if they can
convince the Council that it is “substantially modified”.
The five-year gap between repeat applications is thanks to Planning
Democracy. We put forward amendments, through Labour MSPs, on
repeat applications during the 2019 Planning Bill and were successful in
getting the period extended from two years.
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CASE STUDY 3:
Read about a successful campaign against multiple applications.

Multiple Applications and Appeals for a Quarry
at Overburns, South Lanarkshire
This is an example of a developer attempting to grind down
a co-ordinated and well-funded community group by making
a series of application and appeals for more or less the same
development over a period of a decade. It takes real determination for
communities to keep going in these circumstances, and some might find it
difficult to keep producing volunteers and funds year after year to fight the
same unwelcome development.
The saga started in 2009 when Patersons of Greenoakhill applied for
planning consent for a new sand and gravel quarry on the upper Clyde flood
plain close to Tinto Hill. The Planning Committee refused the application
because of the impacts it would have on agricultural land and the landscape,
particularly because the deep lake left behind would look very unnatural.
Paterson’s didn’t appeal, and that seemed to be the end of things.
However, in 2011, Paterson’s made another application for a very similar
quarry with a slightly different shaped void. Again, this was rejected by
the Planning Committee, and this time Patersons appealed to the Scottish
Ministers. The Reporter had a Hearing covering some aspects of the
development, and a PLI covering others. The Clyde River Action Group (CRAG)
was sufficiently well funded to be able to engage professionals to represent
them and to commission some independent research to counter some
of Paterson’s assertions. The appeal was dismissed. Claims for expenses
from Patersons against South Lanarkshire Council (SLC) and CRAG against
Patersons were also dismissed, as the Reporter ruled that none of the parties
had acted unreasonably. Patersons then appealed to the Court of Session
maintaining that the Reporter had acted unlawfully in their analysis of the
appeal, but the Court did not uphold this view. So again, it looked this quarry
wasn’t going to happen.
But no! Roll forward to 2016, and yet another very similar application for
a quarry with a slightly modified design was submitted by Patersons. This
time, SLC’s Planning Officers seemed to give up the fight and recommended
that the Planning Committee allow the application. Despite initially being
misdirected by the Chair of the Planning Committee who told the Councillors
on the committee that they were not allowed to vote against the advice
of the Planning Officers, the Councillors had the courage to do just that
because of the adverse effect that the quarry would have on the landscape.
This decision provoked another appeal by Patersons. This time the Reporter
decided that only a site inspection and further written submissions were
necessary, which reduced the cost and stress of the appeal. Patersons
attempted to recover their expenses from SLC, but again the Reporter ruled
that SLC had not acted unreasonably and refused the claim. In 2019, ten
years from the original application, the Reporter dismissed the appeal and
upheld the refusal of permission for the quarry.
continued
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CRAG were fortunate to have some well-off supporters
who were able to contribute considerable funding to their
campaign. They held public meetings to keep the community
informed of new developments and engaged groups with an
interest in the area such as anglers, bird watchers and other
recreational groups. Because of the funding available they
were able to engage professional help earlier - and more often than many groups could afford to do. They kept the quarry application
prominent in local press, and in the later years of the campaign moved
onto social media. The quarry proposal became an issue in various
election campaigns, with all parties stating that they were against it.
However, even with a well-resourced campaign standing up to repeat
applications and appeals, the whole affair was time-consuming and
stressful for all involved.
Thanks to Planning Democracy’s campaigning, the period for reapplications for the substantially the same development has now been
extended to five years, so this site looks safe from quarry development for
now, although there is nothing to stop another application in 2024.
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Community Opportunity to
Change a Planning Decision
As we said earlier, communities do not have the same
right to appeal a planning decision as developers. It
is a gross injustice. However, there is one thing you
could try if you feel your local authority is likely to grant
planning permission. You can try to get the application
‘called in’.

“Called in” planning applications
There are some circumstances where a council must notify Scottish Ministers
if they are minded to grant planning permission. This is to give the Scottish
Ministers the opportunity to decide the application themselves. If the Scottish
Ministers decide to determine an application this is referred to as “calling in”
the application. The developer, the Council and anyone who has expressed
views on the application will be notified if an application is being called in.
Persuading the Scottish Ministers to call in an application which a Council
seems minded to grant is really the only way a community might be able
to get a Planning Authority decision overruled. An application being called
in by Ministers is not exactly an appeal against the decision, but the process
has some similarities as the Scottish Ministers usually appoint a Reporter to
investigate the issues.
If Scottish Ministers wish to call in an application, the last opportunity
they have to do this is after a planning committee decision in favour of the
application, but before formal notification of the decision is published, that is,
before a decision notice is issued. The decision notice is when the formal
planning permission is finalised and published on the local authority website.
There is sometimes quite a long gap between the decision and the decision
notice being published, for example while planning obligations are being
agreed and signed off. During this time an application can be called in by
Scottish Ministers.
An application may be called in because it is of national importance. For
example, if the Council is minded to give consent to an application which
a government agency has objected to, or if the development is likely to
have significant effects outwith the Council area this has more than local
significance. However, not all controversial planning applications meet the
criteria for being nationally important.
Applications may also be called in if a Council is applying to itself and there is
a potential conflict of interest, or they are applying for planning permission for
something which is a significant departure from the Development Plan.
The reality is that Call in’s by Scottish Minister’s are pretty rare, but it doesn’t
stop you from trying to persuade them to call them in.
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CASE STUDY 4:
Read an example where a campaign led to an appeal being called in.

Hyndford Quarry Extension, Lanark
In 2012, Quarry operator Cemex applied to extend an existing
sand and gravel quarry. Their application had two parts, an
extension to the south of the existing quarry, which had limited
impact and a much more damaging extension to the west which
took the quarry into the buffer zone of the New Lanark World Heritage
Site. Despite numerous objections from local residents, and visitors to
New Lanark, the application was approved by South Lanarkshire Council’s
Planning Committee. However, the community, led by the Save our
Landscapes group, managed to make its voice heard, and the application
was called in by Scottish Ministers before formal notification of the Planning
Committee’s decision.
In 2014, a Reporter reviewed the Planning Committee’s decision via written
submissions, a site visit and a Hearing lasting two and a half days. As this was
a Hearing to review a decision by the Council to approve the development,
the objectors were on their own, with public bodies such as the Council,
NatureScot and Historic Environment Scotland, as well as the developer,
against them – an unenviable situation!
At the Hearing, the Save Our Landscape group who led the objections to
the quarry were represented by a QC who offered to represent them pro
bono. Before the Reporter’s decision was published, the Scottish Ministers
issued a notification that, because of the unique circumstances of the World
Heritage site, they would recall the appeal to decide themselves should the
Reporter be minded to uphold permission for the quarry extension. As the
Reporter indicated that they were minded to allow the quarry extension, the
appeal was recalled and the Scottish Ministers decided to allow the southern
extension of the quarry but, in view of the importance of the World Heritage
Site, not to give permission for the controversial western extension.
Rather than taking this as the end of the matter and arguably having scored
a victory by getting permission for the southern quarry extension, Cemex, the
quarry owner, appealed to the Court of Session, who found that the Scottish
Minister’s grounds for not allowing the western extension were unlawful. So,
in 2019, the case was returned to DPEA where another Reporter held another
Hearing, site visit, and review of written submissions. Again, the Scottish
Ministers notified their intention to recall the appeal should the Reporter be
minded to uphold permission for the quarry extension. Again, the Reporter’s
report to the Ministers indicated that they were minded to approve both
the southern and western extension, and again the Ministers made a final
decision to approve the southern extension but refuse permission for the
western extension giving stronger legal grounds for doing so than in 2014.
Cemex decided not to appeal against this decision and sold the quarry to
another company shortly afterwards.

continued
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This case shows how important it is not to give up, and to be
prepared to keep up a campaign against the development
for a long period. Although they did not have the Council or
government agencies on their side, Save Our Landscapes
worked with a number of other local groups, and built up a strong
base of local supporters, as well as encouraging visitors to the New
Lanark World Heritage Site and Falls of Clyde National Nature Reserve
to send letters of objection. They also kept the case in the limelight in the
local and national press. Building political pressure to persuade the Scottish
Ministers to recall the appeals was crucial to success.
Running a prolonged campaign can be extremely hard work, but this case
shows that even when a Council has been set to approve a damaging
development, it is occasionally possibly to get the decision overturned.

Recalling Decisions
Scottish Ministers can recall an appeal if they want to make the final
decision. This is rare but can happen where there are nationally important
issues involved. It is similar to ‘calling in’ planning decisions made by
councils but only applies to appeals being investigated by a Reporter at
the DPEA. You may be able to persuade the Scottish Government to recall
an appeal if you are unhappy with the decision. It is a long shot, but if the
application is a well-publicised and controversial one it may be possible.
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SE CTION 6
Useful Info
Understanding the DPEA website and technical terms
You can search for your appeal using the search engine on the front page of
the DPEA website to find details of appeals.
This is the first page you will see regarding a specific appeal.
Key information for those responding to an appeal will be the date of receipt
to DPEA and how the case is to be decided, because this will show how
long you have to respond (see timescales of appeals).

Figure 3: Front Page of an Appeal on the DPEA Website
Unfortunately, it is often hard to get an exact address for the site of an
application. The page gives longitude and latitude but no postcode! This is
possibly best rectified by getting local authorities to insist on these for the
original application. See our ‘Responding to a Planning Application’ guide
for more on this.

Figure 4: The Bottom of the Front Page where you will find all Appeal Documents
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The Appeal Documentation contains information initially submitted by the
developer including the Appeal Form and Grounds.
Useful to find out what reasons they have given for the appeal. You may
want to challenge these. Check their dates, calculations and reasoning.
The Authority Response contains the Local Authority’s response to the
developer’s appeal.
It will contain the original decision notice stating on what grounds the
application was refused. It will contain a statement on the appeal giving
comments and observations about the grounds of appeal submitted by the
developer. It will also contain all the objections (representations) that people
submitted to the original application.
Correspondence Issued contains the letters and emails sent by the DPEA to
developers, local authorities and interested parties.
Representations to the DPEA includes all representations made to the
DPEA regarding the appeal. These are not the original representations to the
original application but further information regarding the appeal.
Procedure Notice: This is the correspondence about the procedure notices
given. Any additional information that the Reporter requests in order to be
able to determine the appeal will be put in a procedure notice.
Site Inspection: This contains correspondence about the site inspection,
but not details of what the Reporter found on the site inspection.
Response to Procedure Notice: This includes any responses to the
Reporter’s requests for further information or clarification. It may contain
important information if your appeal is resulting in some disagreements
about details such as housing figures.
Written Submission General: This may contain additional correspondence,
for example if someone has asked for an extension to the deadline.
Decision Outcome: This contains any decision notices during and at
the end of the appeal. This may include a Screening Direction where the
Reporter may have made a decision about whether or not an EIA is required.
It may include an Intentions Decision Notice, which indicates how the appeal
has been decided, subject to conditions that still need to be agreed. It will
include reasons given for the decision and the kinds of conditions that need
to be reached before the application can go ahead (for example survey
work). Once conditions have been agreed a Decision notice will be posted
stating whether or not the appeal has been allowed or refused, the reasons
and details of the conditions.
Appellant’s Comments on Local Authority Response: This contains
information about what the developer has responded to the Planning
Authority’s appeal statement. This may well be worth checking and
responding to if you feel anything has been misrepresented.
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What are the most important documents to look at on the
DPEA website?
We think the key documents you will likely need to look at are a) the decision
notice (reasons for refusal), b) what the developer’s grounds of the appeal are
and c) the Council’s response to that (as flagged above). However, depending
on the issues, the responses from statutory consultees to the application and
to the appeal could also be important.

Timescales of appeals
How long will your appeal take?
This is quite a hard question to answer as timescales slip and decisions are
sometimes delayed for long periods, perhaps while the Reporter waits for
new policies or legislation to come into place.
However, there are set timescales that the DPEA are expected to stick to,
although only 80% of appeals meet these targets.
How long the appeal is expected to take depends on what kind of appeal it is.
Here are the expected timescales which begin from date of receipt of appeal.
No further procedure

8 weeks

Site inspection

12 weeks

Further written submissions 20 weeks
Hearing session

26 weeks

Inquiry session

32 weeks

Deadlines for each stage
The developer has 3 months to lodge an appeal with the local authority and
DPEA after their application has been refused.
The Planning Authority has to tell any interested parties that an appeal has
been lodged within 14 days.
The Planning Authority has to send to the DPEA, all representations made on
the original application (ie all objections they received) within 21 days of being
told that the developer is appealing. They have to send all the information at
the same time, because the date it is all received by the DPEA sets the clock
ticking for the next stage.
The Planning Authority also has to respond to the developer’s statement of
appeal within 21 days: they have to say what they think the appeal should
focus on, and how they think it should be decided.
Developers then have 14 days to respond to the matters raised by the
Planning Authority.
After being told that an appeal has been lodged, you have 14 days to write
your response if you have anything to add to your original objection.
The DPEA then have to send your response to the developer (appellant)
within 14 days.
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To summarise the above

•
•
•
•
•

the Planning Authority’s response to the appeal (21 days)
developer’s further comments (14 days)
the Planning Authority’s notification to interested parties (14 days)
further representations from interested parties (14 days)
the appellant’s and Planning Authority’s comments on
representations from interested parties (specified date, not less
than 14 days)
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SE CTION 7
General FAQs
Can the public appeal against planning permission being
granted for an unpopular development?

Unfortunately not. This is something that Planning Democracy is
campaigning to change by giving communities an Equal Right of Appeal. At
the moment, the only way to have a chance of overturning planning consent
once a Council has decided they are minded to grant it is to persuade the
Scottish Ministers to “call in” the application, but this is a rare occurrence.
The other option is a judicial review, but this is not likely to overturn a
decision and can only consider whether the process was unlawful, not the
details of the decision.

How do you find out whether the developer has appealed?
The Reporter will contact everyone who responded to the original application
to let them know about the appeal. So, if you have commented on the
original application, you will get a notification. You can register on the DPEA
website to get alerts on new or existing cases in a given area. This should
ensure you get to hear about other cases you may want to know about.

Is a Local Review Body the same as the Planning Committee?
No. Although LRBs and Planning Committees are both made up of
elected Councillors, they do not do the same thing. LRBs review
decisions which have been made by planning officers under delegated
powers. Planning Committees make decisions on more complex or
controversial planning applications.

Do we need a lawyer to represent us at a Hearing or Inquiry?
Hearings are less formal than Inquiries, and many groups find that they
are able to make their case at these without having professional legal
help. Although it is possible for a
community group to make a case at
an Inquiry without having legal help,
many groups find that getting legal
assistance at this stage is helpful.
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Will we have to pay the developer’s costs if their appeal
is successful?
Usually all sides in a planning appeal have to pay their own costs. Costs
can only be awarded against a party who had acted unreasonably, and this
is very rare. Usually those who are opposing the appeal spend much less
money than the developer who may employ a large legal team. However
even if the developer wins the appeal, you will not be liable to pay their costs.

Can the developer appeal again if they haven’t been
successful?
No. The developer can’t appeal against an appeal decision. However, if they
feel that the appeal was not carried out following due legal process they
can appeal to the Court of Session. If the Court of Session finds that the
appeal decision was unlawful, it can instruct the appeal to be reconsidered
by another Reporter, but it can’t overturn the decision. The second Reporter
may, or may not, come to the same conclusion as the first.

Can the developer start all over again with a new application
for planning consent?
A developer can’t re-apply for a substantially similar development within five
years of an unsuccessful appeal (or refusal of planning permission if there
hasn’t been an appeal). Thanks to Planning Democracy this period has been
extended from two years but does not completely protect communities from
repeated applications for the same thing.
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SE CTION 7
Useful Links,
Abbreviations and Glossary

https://www

Useful Website Links
DPEA Guide to Planning Appeals

https://www.gov.scot/publications/planning-and-environmental-appealsdivision-guidance-on-taking-part-in-planning-appeals-and-other-cases/

DPEA Appeals Portal

A searchable list of planning appeals made to the DPEA
https://www.dpea.scotland.gov.uk/CaseSearch.aspx

DPEA Webcasts of Inquiries and Hearings
https://dpea.public-i.tv/core/portal/webcasts

Planning Democracy website. Lots of information and support on all aspects
of the planning system.
https://www.planningdemocracy.org.uk
Planning Democracy have several guides which include Responding to a
Planning Application, Housing Land Supply, How to Tackle the Housing Crisis
and Judicial Reviews.
https://www.planningdemocracy.org.uk/get-help/
Scottish Government Planning Circulars give information on a wide range
of planning issues. Planning Circular covers 4/2013 planning appeal and
Planning Circular5/2013 covers local reviews.
https://www.gov.scot/collections/planning-circulars/
The Ferret is an online investigative news site which often runs stories about
environmental issues in Scotland, particularly if they are of national rather
than purely local importance.
https://theferret.scot/contact/
Scotland Against Spin provide advice about windfarm applications
www.scotlandagainstspin.org
The Improvement Service, an organisation funded by the Scottish
Government to improve local democracy, has a useful guide to Local
Planning Review Bodies.
https://www.improvementservice.org.uk/
search?query=guide+to+Local+Planning+Review+Bodies.+
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Abbreviations
DPEA Scottish Government’s Planning and Environmental Appeals Division
LDP

Local Development Plan

LRB

Local Review Body

NPF

National Planning Framework

NGO

Non-Governmental Organisation. Often a charity.

PEM

Pre-examination meeting. A meeting set up by the Reporter before a
PLI to establish the timetable and scope of the PLI

PLI

Public Local Inquiry

QC

Queen’s Counsel.

Glossary
Calling in:
Scottish Ministers have the power to intervene and call in any planning
application for their own determination. This is referred to as ‘calling in’
the application. This power is rarely used, although sometimes a proposal
raises issues of such importance that call in is reasonable. To monitor the
progress of such cases, Ministers issue a direction to planning authorities
requesting notification if they are considering granting permission.
Community Council:
Community Councils are the lowest tier of local democracy in Scotland.
They are set up by law and each Community Council is made up of a
specified number of volunteer Community Councillors. Community Councils
are Statutory Consultees in the planning process which means that their
views carry weight in the planning process.
Deemed Refusal:
If a Council does not give a decision on a planning application with within 8
weeks, and there has been no agreed time extension, the application may
be deemed to have been refused, and the developer can appeal against this
deemed refusal.
Delegated Powers:
Rules which allow planning officers instead of the Planning Committee
to decide a planning application. Each planning authority must prepare
a Scheme of Delegation which states when decision-making can be
delegated to Planning Officers to allow them to decide a planning
application and when an application must be decided by the Planning
Committee. Delegated powers are used for more routine planning
applications where there have been few objections. Exactly when delegated
powers can be used varies between Councils. Your Planning Department
should be able to provide a copy of your Council’s Scheme of Delegation.
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Dismissed Appeal:
If a Reporter dismisses an appeal this mean that they disagree with the
grounds for appeal and that the Council’s decision to refuse planning
permission stands.
Hearing:
A structured discussion led by the Reporter or the Local Review Body
to allow them to get more information on certain aspects of a planning
application before coming to a decision on the appeal.
Local Developments:
These are smaller developments that are not ‘national developments’ or
‘major developments’. ‘Local development’ sounds small, but includes
housing developments of up to 50 houses, so it can actually be quite big.
Local Review Body (LRB):
Local Review Bodies are made up of elected Councillors to review decisions
taken by planning officers on planning applications for certain types of
development. Local Review Bodies deal with appeals against decisions
made by planning officers. Planning Committees make decisions on larger
or more controversial planning applications.
Material Considerations:
Information which should be taken into account in deciding a planning
application. What defines a material consideration is often debated, and
there have been a number of court cases. Planning Democracy believes
that what is important to communities should be included in material
considerations, and that it is not solely for planning ‘experts’ to define what
should be taken into account.
Mitigation Measures:
Measures taken to prevent, reduce or control adverse environmental effects
of a development. (Might often be alternatively termed ‘greenwash!).
National Planning Framework (NPF):
A high level planning document which lays out national planning priorities.
The current National Planning Framework, NPF3, contains 14 ‘National
Developments’. NPF4, the incoming National Planning Framework is due
to be consulted on in early 2022 and will set national planning priorities
until 2050.
Non-determination:
The failure of a Council to decide a planning application within specified
timescales, or of a LRB or Reporter to decide an appeal in a timely manner.
Developers can appeal to the Scottish Ministers against non-determination
of an application by a Council or non-determination of an appeal to an LRB.
Non-determination of an appeal by a Reporter can be appealed to the Court
of Session.
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Notice of Intention:
This is when the Reporter has decided what their decision is (ie whether
they will accept or dismiss the appeal), but the decision is subject to
certain information such as conditions being discussed.
Permission in Principle (also known as outline planning permission):
Gives a bare bones indication of what is proposed and seeks to establish
the principle of what the application is about. Permission in principle
is only sought for larger development where it saves the developer
from having to work up detailed plans, for example the layout and type
of houses, if there is no chance of getting approval for that type of
development. If a developer gets permission in principle, they would then
need to submit detailed plans to get full planning permission before the
development could go ahead.
Planning and Environmental Appeals Division (DPEA):
The Scottish Government’s Planning and Environmental Appeals Division,
which handles planning appeals on behalf of the Scottish Ministers.
Planning Authority:
The Planning Authority makes decisions on planning applications and
other planning matters (either at committee or by a delegated planning
officer). Usually, the planning authority is the local council, but sometimes
a national park authority is the planning authority. Sometimes people refer
to the planning authority as the “Council” meaning the authority that made
the original decision about a planning application. Technically this is the
planning authority.
Planning Committee:
A committee of elected Councillors who decided on larger or more
controversial planning applications. Although Planning Committees receive
recommendations from planning officers on planning applications, their
decisions do not have to concur with these recommendations.
Planning Officer:
A council official with qualifications in planning. For small, uncontroversial
applications, planning officers may decide the application (delegated
decision). For large or controversial application, planning officers assess
the information provided and make recommendations to the Planning
Committee who make the final decision.
Planning Portal:
A website managed by the planning authority or Scottish Government that
allows planning applications to be dealt with electronically. Planning applications
and associated documents can be viewed via the planning portal, where it is
possible to search for applications by number, address or key words.
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Precognition:
A fairly short summary of the evidence to be presented at the Inquiry. The
Council, the developer and other parties who are participating in the Inquiry
will all provide precognitions.
Pre-Examination Meeting (PEM):
A meeting set up by the Reporter before an Inquiry to set out key dates and
to establish who wishes to be involved.
Procedure Notice:
Any additional information that the Reporter requests will be put in a
procedure notice. For example, a Reporter may want clarification about
some information provided by the local authority, or an objector, so they will
write to them in a procedure notice asking them to provide extra detail or
explanation within a certain timeframe.
Pro-bono means “for the public good”:
Some lawyers may offer to work “pro bono” (ie free of charge or reduced
rates) for a cause which they support, or possibly in a case where their
involvement might attract good publicity for them!
Public Local Inquiry (PLI):
A formal event, similar to a court case, in which witnesses give their
evidence in front of the Reporter and can be cross-examined by the
opposing side or their legal representatives.
Queen’s Counsel (QC):
A specially qualified lawyer who is experienced in preparing cases and
cross-examining witnesses.
Recall:
Scottish Ministers can recall an appeal if they want to make the final decision.
Reporter:
The representative of the Scottish Government who will consider and,
in most cases, decide the appeals involving larger or more contentious
developments.
Statutory Consultees:
Organisations and bodies which local planning authorities are legally
required to consult before reaching a decision on relevant planning
applications. They include government agencies such as SEPA, Nature Scot
and Historic Environment Scotland, the Community Councils in whose area
applications lie, and some Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
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Planning Democracy is a community run organisation that campaigns for
a more people-friendly and accountable planning system in Scotland.
For years Planning Democracy has campaigned hard to get the
community voice heard, most recently during a major rewrite of planning
legislation in Scotland which resulted in the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019.
We mobilized hundreds of people to campaign for greater community
rights in planning, particularly calling for an Equal Right of Appeal.
There is still a very long way to go, as the length of this guide suggests,
planning is very complicated and not community-friendly. We continue to
fight for changes to the planning system to make it more accessible and
responsive to the concerns of communities.

If this has helped you can you help us?
We hope to produce more guides to Local Development Plan
examinations and housing land supply. Please help us to do this by
donating.
If you have found this briefing useful you may consider signing up
as a Planning Democracy supporter or making a donation to
https://www.planningdemocracy.org.uk/donate/
The guides can be found here.
Responding to a Planning Application

DONATE

Guide to Judicial Reviews
(challenging a planning decision)
E: info@planningdemocracy.org.uk
W: www.planningdemocracy.org.uk

Planning Democracy
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